
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Midpoint Trade Books. (2010). Snakes. Whitecap Books, Limited. 
 
This children’s book on snakes explains the diverse population of 
the species.  Snakes are found throughout the world in many 
different environments.  It is within these environments that the 
snakes adapt to survive.  Within the book are illustrations of the 
various aspects of snake life.   
 
Students can gain a lot of valuable information from reading this 
book.  The book presents students with questions, such as how a 
snake feels and are all snakes venomous?  This book would be a 
great addition to a lesson on snakes for students to learn the life 
cycle of snakes. 

Case, R. (2007). Snakes. Bow Tie Inc.  
 
This children’s book teaches kids about the common fascinations 
of snakes.  Included in these fascinations are snake bites, venom, 
and those who have snakes as pets.  The book also covers how to 
properly deal with snakes and be aware of the dangers that can 
arise from misbehavior with snakes. 
 
A useful lesson to incorporate this book in would be with the diets 
of snakes.  Within the books, various foods are described that are 
most commonly eaten by snakes in the wild and at home as pets.  
This book can also be used as an introductory story to the wonders 
of snakes. 

Lang, A. (2011). Snake Tales for Kids: 4 Magical Fairy Stories About 

Snakes for Children. Petra Books. 

This children’s book tells students of 4 mythical and mysterious stories 

of snakes.  Included within the stories are fables about the history of 

snakes; for example enchantment.  The four stories are as follows: The 

Enchanted Snake, The White Snake, The Snake Prince, & The Moon and 

the Great Snake. 

Students are given fun and entertaining stories about the animal in 

which they are about to learn.  A great benefit from the book is the 

fact that there are 4 stories to choose from, so the amount of time for 

a lesson on snakes does not need to be spent reading a children’s 

book. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Taylor, B. (2008). Snakes. Anness Publishing Ltd. 
 
This children’s book tells about the history of snakes.  Through their 
history, snakes have also evolved.  There are also little known facts 
about snakes, which enlighten the student’s knowledge on snakes. 
 
This book would be a great addition to the evolution lesson in this 
curriculum binder.  Students can learn how snakes have evolved, 
which directly correlates with the lesson plan. 

Wright, E. D. (1994). Snakes. Sterling Publishing. 

This children’s book is all about snake facts.  Using a Q & A format, 
this book can be used for inquiry.  The teacher can ask the class the 
questions and through a process find the answers.  The pictures in the 
book give representations to the Q&A format.  

Coborn, J. (1998). Snakes. Facts on File, Incorporated. 
 
This useful children’s book gives generalizations about snakes.  
Included within the book are physical adaptations snakes make in 
certain environments as well as their behaviors within the 
environments.  The book also explains the proper use of snakes as 
pets. 
 
Snakes are fascinating creatures to children.  The general assumption 
is that snakes are dangerous and “bad”, but this book can give 
students the proper perception of the animal.  The book gives 
students a look of what it’s like to have a snake as a pet and how not 
all snakes are dangerous.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Townson, H. (2005). Snakes Alive!: And Other Stories. Andersen 

Press, Limited. 

This children’s book consists of 3 fun and entertaining stories on 
snakes; Snakes Alive, Through the Witch’s Window, & Amos Shrik, the 
School Ghost.  Snakes Alive is the story of a snake-charmer.  Students 
will be entertained and engaged to learn about snakes after reading 
these stories. 
 
 

Miller-Schroeder, P. (2005). Caring for Your Snake. Weigl Publishers, 
Incorporated. 
 

This children’s book focuses on snakes as household pets.  Photos, as 

we as text descriptions, teach students about the various aspects of 

having a snake as a pet.  Within the book are snake diets, anatomy, 

and which snakes are suitable as pets. 

 

This book can be used to teach students “fascinating facts” about 

snakes.  This includes how only some snakes are venomous.  Students 

can also learn about a snake’s anatomy.  This would be incorporated 

within a biology lesson on animals. 

 

 
 


